
Volunteer Duty Description 
Age Chaperone (U6 – U12) Manage athlete behaviour during competition, including marshalling, 

transferring to other events within arena and at event sites. 
Canteen Assisting Canteen Manager including set up of canteen, food preparation and 

service during competition days. 
Marshalling Managing athletes as they are called for events by checking off names, 

grouping into their event order and confirming the correct uniform is being 
worn. 

Track (Long and Short) Timing track races with either hand watches or assisting with timing gate 
operation. Organising athletes into lanes and finishing athletes into recording 
tent. Recording results on results sheet. Recording results. 

Jumps Duties determined by throw site Referee. May be recording results, measuring 
jumps, raking jump pits, spiking jump landing mark and in the case of high 
jump, raising the bar and keeping a tidy site. Includes long jump, triple jump 
and high jump. 

Throws Duties determined by jump site Referee. May be recording results, measuring 
throws, retrieving throw implements, pulling tape and keeping a tidy site. 
Includes discus, javelin, shot put, turbo javelin and vortex. 

Set Up Crew (required weekly) Involves setting up all sites and equipment required for competition days under 
the direction of the Set-up Coordinator, commencing at 7:00am sharp (4:00pm 
for twilight meets). Set-up volunteers will be required to assist until competition 
commences (usually 8:00am, however from time-to-time this may run 
over slightly). As this duty takes approximately 1 hour of volunteer time, 
weekly attendance is required.

Coach (required weekly) Taking groups of athletes of a particular age through each event discipline as 
prescribed by the Head Coach, using age-appropriate training techniques. 
*Note this may only be used as a Volunteer position if the role is unpaid and 
not duty in kind for Coaching Accreditation Courses attended.

Announcing Manage efficient rotation of events on competition day by calling age groups to 
marshalling. 




